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DOOR ORDER FORM 
PLEASE NOTE: This form MUST be completed before fabrication or your door/s can commence. 

 
CUSTOMER TO COMPLETE            BRIS ALUMINIUM TO COMPLETE 

COMPANY NAME:        DATE:       

ORDER NUMBER:        JOB #:       

ORDERED BY:        NOTES:       

PHONE NUMBER:              
 
Please tick: 
FINISH: Clear Anodise  Mill Finish  Powder Coated    
THICKNESS:              35mm     45mm Narrow   45mm Wide Stile  
 

DOOR 
# QTY HEIGHT WIDTH SWING 

RAIL HEIGHT 
from bottom of door 

to centre of rail 

LOCK HEIGHT 
from bottom of door 
to centre of handle 

LOCK 
TYPE 

  
  
  

  
  
  

               
   

                  

  
  
  

  
  
  

               
   

                  

  
  
  

  
  
  

               
   

                  

  
  
  

  
  
  

               
   

                  

  
  
  

  
  
  

               
   

                  

  
  
  

  
  
  

               
   

                  

  
  
  

  
  
  

               
   

                  

OTHER REQUIREMENTS: 
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LOCK SETS 

(please tick your selection) 

                     
KABA              K1X         K1Z         K2              K3            K4     
LOCKWOOD     L1X         L1Y          L2                 L3           L4           
 
LOCK BACKSET   23mm       30mm    60mm        OTHER   
 
PLEASE NOTE: Doors hung on Adjustable Door Frames MUST have a minimum of 30mm backset. 

 

CHOOSE YOUR SWING 
(please tick your selection) 

1.              2.  
 
 
 
 
 
                       OUTSIDE                      OUTSIDE 

           HINGE LEFT / SWING IN        HINGE RIGHT / SWING IN 
 

 
3.              4.  

 
 
 
 
 
        
              OUTSIDE             OUTSIDE 

            HINGE LEFT / SWING OUT              HINGE RIGHT / SWING OUT 
 

 
5.              6.  

 
 
 
 
              OUTSIDE                     OUTSIDE 

          LEFT HAND ACTIVE SWING IN       RIGHT HAND ACTIVE SWING IN 
 

 
7.              8.  
 
 
 

 
 
              OUTSIDE                     OUTSIDE 

          LEFT HAND ACTIVE SWING OUT      RIGHT HAND ACTIVE SWING OUT 
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Bris Aluminium Door Ordering Explanations 
In order to supply our customers with the correct Aluminium Door, we have designed this Door Order Form to collect all the 

details necessary for us to supply the correct products. 
Below is an explanation of this Door Order Form to assist you in completing the details so we can commence with your order. 

PLEASE NOTE: This form MUST be completed before fabrication of your door/s can commence. 

COVER PAGE 
Fill in the required customer information so the order can be placed for the correct company with the correct order number, also 
your name & contact phone number so if we have any further questions about your door we can contact you directly. 
Tick off your preferences of ‘FINISH’ & ‘THICKNESS’. If it is to be ‘POWDER COATED” please write the colour next to the 
selection. 
Fill in your door details, number, height, width, swing, etc (for your swing please refer to the 2nd page swing selection). Please 
note the ‘MIDRAIL HEIGHT’ & ‘LOCK HEIGHT’ are measured from the bottom of the door. The ‘LOCK TYPE’ will assist the 
fabricators to know which cut-out to do, also if you are supplying your own lock or purchasing one with the door. 
 ‘OTHER REQUIREMENTS’ at the bottom of the page is for any further details about powder coating colour & lock 
details, or specific type of door required, eg. Wide Stile, Narrow Stile, or, 200mm Midrail, if required. 
 Once finished, the sales person will fill out the ‘BRIS ALUMINIUM TO COMPLETE’ section ensuring all details are 
taken. 

PAGE 2: Lock Set & Swing 
To assist you in providing us with the necessary information, you can choose from the details on this page, which lock 
configuration you require & also the backset of the lock.  
Backsets: 23mm suits all stiles, 30mm suits 35mm & 45mm Wide Stile, 60mm suits 45mm Wide Stile only. 
Lock sets: Vary depending on the use of the door, here you have a quick easy way to choose & let our team know what you 
want. 
Choose your swing, the outside is always to the bottom of the image. 

LOCK EXPLANATIONS 
We supply both Lockwood & Kaba lock sets if you are buying through us, both are 100% compatible, Kaba is simply a lower cost 
option. They come with both a 23mm backset or 30mm backset.  
Lock codes beginning with ‘K’ are Kaba & starting with ‘L’ are Lockwood. 

K1X / L1X Entry Door or Storeroom Door Set: EXTERNAL cylinder + lever INTERNAL lever only 
External lever handle is ALWAYS FIXED horizontal. Entry is by key only. Internal operation is always by lever handle. 
Kit components: 

Mortice Lock Case + Single oval lock cylinder with X cam 
External lever on plate with cylinder hole Internal lever on plain plate 

K1Z / L1Y Office and Classroom Door Set: EXTERNAL cylinder + lever INTERNAL lever only . 
External lever handle is locked or unlocked via the lock cylinder only. Internal operation is always by lever handle. 
Kit components: 

Mortice Lock Case + Single oval lock cylinder with Z cam (Kaba) , Y cam (Lockwood) 
External lever on plate with cylinder hole Internal lever on plain plate 

K2 / L2 Glass Door or Security Door Set: EXTERNAL cylinder + lever INTERNAL cylinder + lever 
External lever handle and Internal lever handle controlled together by either lock cylinder, which will lock or unlock both handles. 
Kit components: 

Mortice Lock Case + Double lock cylinders with Z cam keyed alike 
External and Internal lever on plate with cylinder hole 

K3 / L3 Vestibule Door Set: EXTERNAL cylinder + lever INTERNAL turnknob + lever . 
External lever handle controlled by either external lock cylinder or internal turn knob, which lock or unlock external handle only. 
Internal operation is always by lever handle. 
Kit components: 

Mortice Lock Case + Single oval lock cylinder with Z cam (Kaba) , W cam (Lockwood) + turn adaptor for lock case 
External lever on plate with cylinder hole Internal lever on plate with turnknob 

K4 / L4 Passage Door Set: EXTERNAL lever INTERNAL lever NO LOCKING . 
External lever handle on blank plate retracts latch. Internal lever handle on blank plate retracts latch. 
Kit components: 

Mortice Latch Case  
External and Internal lever on plain plate 


